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Abstract—Research has shown that spam emails are
still an unsolved problem and are the result of an
ongoing battle between spammers and the researchers
who develop techniques to address these problems. As
spammers periodically find new ways to bypass spam
filters and distribute spam messages, researchers need to
stay on the forefront of this problem to help reduce the
amount of spam messages. Currently spam emails
occupy more than 70% of all email traffic. The negative
effect spam has on companies is greatly related to
financial aspects and the productivity of employees in the
workplace. In this paper, the performance of a
generalized additive neural network (GANN) is
compared to that of a Naive Bayesian approach and a
memory-based classification approach. This relatively
new technique is applied to the Ling-Spam corpus. It was
found that the GANN outperformed these two classifiers
when flagging spam messages. This indicates that the
feasibility of a GANN as a spam classifier is possible.
Index Terms—AutoGANN, GANN, Generalized
Additive Neural Network, MLP, Multilayer Perceptron,
Neural Networks, Spam, Spam classification.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Oxford Dictionaries Online (2012) defines spam as
"irrelevant or unsolicited messages sent over the Internet,
typically to large numbers of users, for the purposes of
advertising, phishing and spreading malware". Currently,
spam emails account for more than 70% of all email traffic,
causing unnecessary network load (Namestnikova, 2012). It
also poses a security risk as it can contain attachments
infected with viruses or spyware that can harm the recipient's
system. Spam, when not addressed, can also have financial
consequences for companies. The majority of spam cost
stem from employees who spend working time identifying
and deleting spam. In addition, for internet service providers
(ISPs) to keep their client base satisfied with the services
they provide, the spam problem needs to be addressed. One
way of achieving this is by implementing spam filters.
Among these filters are content filtering, rule-based filters,
machine learning filters and artificial neural networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
the multilayer perceptron which forms the basis of a GANN
will be discussed. This leads to the definition of a
generalized additive neural network in Section III. The
experimental design will be explained in Section IV and

Section V will provide a discussion of the results obtained.
Finally, a conclusion and future work is presented in Section
VI.
II. MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON
The multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a type of neural
network with an architecture consisting of three layers in
general (Bishop, 1995). The first layer is called the input
layer and provides data to the neural network. The second
layer can be presented by one or more hidden nodes that
apply weights to the inputs. The second layer is thus called
the hidden layer. The output layer forms the third layer of
the MLP architecture and presents the final output. As the
most common neural network used (Potts, 1999), it has the
form
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where the link transformed expected target value is
expressed as a linear combination of non-linear functions of
linear combinations of all the inputs (Potts, 1999). One of
the drawbacks MLPs has is that it can be perceived as a
black box. Although they are universal approximators
capable of modeling any continuous function, one is not
always able to interpret the results obtained (Potts, 1999).
The GANN architecture consists of separate MLPs and can
produce partial residual plots which can overcome the black
box effect to some degree.
III. GENERALIZED ADDITIVE NEURAL NETWORKS
A Generalized additive model (GAM) (Hastie and
Tibshirani, 1986) has the form
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where the link transformed expected target value is the sum
of unspecified univariate functions. A MLP can be used as
the univariate function of the GANN, because it is capable
of modeling any continuous function (Du Toit and De Waal,
2010). When implementing a GAM as a neural network, it is
known as a generalized additive neural network (GANN)
(Du Toit and De Waal, 2010). A GANN has the following
form:
  =   +   +
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A GANN is less susceptible being perceived as a black box,
because partial residual plots are generated providing
graphical results that aid the spam researcher in obtaining
insight about the constructed models (Du Toit and De Waal,
2010). The GANN is capable of performing tasks such as
variable selection. It can predict the transformations spam
messages go through as spammers change their techniques,
allowing the models to dynamically adapt to new spamming
techniques (Du Toit, and De Waal, 2010). Pattern
recognition is another benefit of a GANN and can help in
the classification of spam messages.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The implementation of the generalized additive neural
network was conducted in Enterprise Miner (an extension
package of the SAS statistical language) using the
AutoGANN system (Du Toit, 2006). This system was
applied to the Ling-Spam corpus (Androutsopoulos et al.
2000) which consists of 2893 messages. Of the total number
of messages 2412 are classified as non-spam messages and
481 are classified as spam messages. This gives a 16.6%
spam rate for the corpus. As in Androutsopoulos et al.
(2000), 10-fold cross validation was also applied with the
GANN.
Table 1 shows the results obtained. Androutsopoulos et al.
(2000) obtained the results for the Naive Bayesian classifier
and the memory-based classifier. The results are based on
the scenario where spam messages are only flagged and
remains in the user's mailbox. From Table 1, Spam recall
measures the effectiveness of the filters. It shows the
percentage of spam that the filter managed to block. Spam
precision measures the percentage of spam blocked that
were actually spam. Weighted accuracy indicates the
percentage of spam and non-spam messages correctly
classified by the classifier. The total cost ratio (TCR) is of
great importance, because TCR is an indicator of
performance. Thus, high TCR values are desired as it
measures the average performance of the filter. If the TCR
values are smaller than 1, it is better to not use a filter.
Filter
used
GANN
Naive
Bayesian
Memorybased

Spam
Recall
(%)
94.802

Spam
Precision
(%)
96.406

Weighted
Accuracy
(%)
98.548

11.450

82.350

99.020

96.926

5.410

85.270

95.920

96.890

5.350

TCR

Table 1: Results

V. DISCUSSION
All three methods performed very well. The accuracy rates
are high and with that, the GANN performed the best. The
GANN has an outstanding TCR value of 11.450, which is
more than double what the Naive Bayesian and Memorybased classifiers obtained respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The results achieved by the GANN compared
exceptionally well to the other two techniques. It was found
that the GANN outperformed the other two classifiers in the
case of flagging spam messages. It can be concluded that
GANNs are capable of spam classification in an attempt to
reduce it. Future work involves applying the GANN to
different spam corpuses and measuring its performance to
determine the feasibility of the GANN in detecting spam.
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